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Abstract: Blockchain has found many applications, apart from Bitcoin, in different fields and it has the
potential to be very useful in the satellite communications and space industries. Decentralized and
secure protocols for processing and manipulating space transactions of satellite swarms in the form of
Space Digital Tokens (SDT) can be built using blockchain technology. Tokenizing space transactions
using SDTs will open the door to different new blockchain-based solutions for the advancement of
constellation-based satellite communications in the space industry. Developing blockchain solutions
using smart contracts could be used in securely authenticating various P2P satellite communications
and transactions within/between satellite swarms. To manage and secure these transactions, using
the proposed SDT concept, this paper suggested a blockchain-based protocol called Proof of Space
Transactions (PoST). This protocol was adopted to manage and authenticate the transactions of
satellite constellations in a P2P connection. The PoST protocol was prototyped using the Ethereum
blockchain and experimented with to evaluate its performance using four metrics: read latency, read
throughput, transaction latency, and transaction throughput. The simulation results clarified the
efficiency of the proposed PoST protocol in processing and verifying satellite transactions in a short
time according to read and transaction latency results. Moreover, the security results showed that the
proposed PoST protocol is secure and efficient in verifying satellite transactions according to true
positive rate (TPR), true negative rate (TNR), and accuracy metrics. These findings may shape a real
attempt to develop a new generation of Blockchain-based satellite constellation systems.

Keywords: blockchain; Proof of Space Transactions (PoST); satellites constellations; satellites communications;
satellites authentication

1. Introduction

According to the space report 2020 Q2 analysis Global Space Economy Grows in
2019 to $423.8 Billion, this growth represents a 2.2% increase from the 2018 global space
economy which was estimated at $414.75 billion [1]. It is very difficult to imagine our
modern life without satellite-based services such as digital maps, navigation, mobile
communication, etc. Such services are mainly based on various types of space technologies
and satellite transactions [2]. The design of new generations of satellite systems has become
dependent on different types of emergent technologies such as Artificial Intelligence (AI) [3–5],
Internet of Things (IoT) [6–8], Edge Computing [9–11], and quantum computing [12–15],
etc. Blockchain technology has fast become also one of the major technologies that can
be used for solving many challenges in the global space industry [16–18]. Blockchain can
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create many opportunities such as satellite-as-a-service business models, managing the
space supply chain, and even how to build satellite payloads. Moreover, blockchain will
make a major transformation in the next generation of financial transactions. Transferring
the Bitcoin Blockchain via satellite will make a quantum leap in global financial transactions
and grant a robust alternative to terrestrial networks. The Blockstream Satellite network [19]
represents a practical application of utilizing blockchain-based satellites for processing
and broadcasting the bitcoin to the entire planet without the need for the Internet. For
Instance, in 2017, a technical error by Google briefly caused more than half of Japan to
lose its connection to the internet. While internet access was returned within the hour,
the Japanese faced slow connection speeds, which directly affected financial transactions,
and online trading was halted. In this scenario, broadcasting the bitcoin blockchain via
satellite would have ensured that the financial transactions are not been halted. Moreover,
blockchain remained in sync with the rest of the globe and thus, unaffected by internet
disconnect [20]. Moreover, the common characteristics of blockchain technology such as
robustness, trust, security, transparency, decentralized connections, and time stamping
transactions make it a key technology for managing and securing space communications
because it cannot be hacked or centrally controlled. These characteristics make blockchain
a qualified technology for providing various services in the space industry [20] such as:

• Enhancing the Satellite Value Chain: Blockchain as a smart contract can be used for
launching and operating satellites, accessing transparent information for insurance
purposes, and monitoring space operations. Moreover, satellites can also be basic
sources of space transactional data for upgrading blocks and verifying the integrity
and origin of these data patterns.

• Enabling Cloud Services in Space: levering both blockchain and AI can enable a cloud
transformation and processing in space. Blockchain over satellite removes the depen-
dence on terrestrial networks for the storage, broadcasting, or processing of space data,
hence eliminating significant vulnerabilities for a data breach or distortion. testing,
and launching. In the future, the blockchain-satellite system will depend on a cloud
constellation for managing data centers in orbits where companies can upload their
data and bypass the ground networks; this will help the governments and companies
to get information from different sources and orbits in space [20].

• Designing Open source Satellite: Large space companies started to develop blockchain-
based open-source satellite networks for providing many services to end-users on the
ground and enabling them to directly access satellite services. For instance, Singapore-
based Space Chain [21] has begun to build the world’s first open-source Blockchain-
based satellite network. Space Chain permits end users to develop and run decentral-
ized applications by accessing the open-source satellites in space.

1.1. Problem Statement

Most of the global space agencies have begun to rely on launching satellites in the
form of a constellation (or swarm) that work together to accomplish a specific space mission
instead of relying on a single satellite [22]. Unlike a single satellite, a constellation can grant
permanent global coverage everywhere at any time on Earth. Therefore, at least one satellite
is available to respond to ground instructions at any time everywhere. Many types of
satellite constellations have been launched for various missions, for example, navigational
satellite constellations (e.g., global positioning system (GPS)). But, a satellite constellation
is vulnerable to some cyber-attacks that aim to disrupt one satellite or all satellites of the
constellation such as hacking, spoofing, interference, and jamming attacks [23]. For instance,
hacking the very small aperture terminal (VSAT) (VAST is a small-sized ground station
utilized to transmit/receive data, audio, and video signals over a satellite communication
network, excluding television broadcasting) is the most common hacking technique which
aims to access uplink and downlink data from/to VSAT device [24]. Moreover, the failure
to encrypt uplink/downlink data can expose satellites and ground stations to spoofing
attacks [25]. In addition, jamming the control link of the uplink data may noise ground
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stations’ commands sent to a satellite or a constellation system. On the other hand, hijacking
and control of satellite signals transmitted between two satellites or between satellites and
ground stations represent another important security challenge in space communication.
Therefore, authenticating space transactions, especially regarding satellite constellation
networks is one of the important issues. In response to these challenges, a novel blockchain
protocol for managing and securing satellite transactions called Proof of space transactions
(PoST) is proposed. This protocol is based on a new concept called space digital tokens
(SDT). The main objective of the proposed PoST is to manage and authenticate satellite
communications using blockchain.

To achieve these objectives, the following assumptions have to be existing:

1. Satellites revolve around the earth within a swarm (or a constellation). An interna-
tional association or a space agency can manage each swarm.

2. The satellite communication within/between constellations is conducted through a
peer-to-peer network.

3. The Blockchain statue is shared with all satellites in the same swarm.

1.2. Paper Contribution

The main contribution of this study is three folds:

1. Modeling the space transactions as Space digital tokens (SDT) and using these
tokens in proposing a novel PoST protocol which was then used in proposing a
new authentication protocol for satellite communications and transactions using the
blockchain technology.

2. The PoST and the authentication protocol were also evaluated by prototyping them
and their performance was measured using five metrics: read latency, read throughput,
transaction latency, and transaction throughput.

3. The PoST protocol was also compared and discussed with the most related work.

1.3. Paper Structure

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the literature review.
Section 3 discusses the concept, of space digital tokens (SDT). Section 4 discusses a proposed
blockchain protocol, Proof of space transaction (PoST). Section 5 presents the simulation
results. Section 6 discusses the obtained results, and Section 7 presents the conclusion and
future work.

2. Literature Review

There is a relatively small number of literature that is concerned with integrating
blockchain technology with space industry applications. Clark et al. [26] proposed a
blockchain-based reputation system for developing a decentralized and secure system for
satellite relay networks. The authors investigated and validated the network performance
using average latency, computational complexity, and storage considerations for a variety
of use cases. Feng and Xu [16] studied the security problem for mobile satellite communi-
cation networks (MSNET). The authors proposed a new security framework for securing
mobile satellite communication networks based on reformulating satellite communication
networks as delay-tolerance networks (DTN). The blockchain is used with DTN to (1) se-
cure data transactions and (2) resist the unexpected cyber-attacks that target mobile satellite
networks by integrating blockchain with the practical satellite constellation management
algorithm. Wei et al. [27] proposed a fast and efficient access verification protocol called
Blockchain-based Access Verification Protocol (BAVP) that depends on integrating identity-
based encryption and blockchain technology for authenticating LEO-satellite constellations.
The BAVP represents a good alternative instead of the traditional centralized authentication
protocols that work for MEO/GEO satellite networks. The simulation results on the OPNET
platform clarified good results of the reliability, effectiveness, and fast-switching efficiency
of the proposed protocol. Also, Xu et al. [28] proposed a blockchain-based access control
mechanism for addressing both access authorization issues and identity authentication
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in the distributed space network environment. The author implemented the proposed
mechanism on both resource-constrained edge devices and more powerful devices and
deployed it on a local private Ethereum blockchain network for evaluating the computa-
tional and timeliness performance of the proposed access control mechanism. Satellite data
broadcasting is another problem that has been investigated in blockchain adoption in the
space industry. Zhang and Liu in [29] introduced a new blockchain protocol that works
based on satellite broadcasting communications instead of the traditional Internet for data
dissemination. Simulation results clarified that the proposed technique achieved a lower
communication cost and can improve the throughput of the blockchain system to 6,000,000
TPS with a 20 Gbps satellite bandwidth. From the literature, it can be noticed that there is
no solution aiming to manage and authenticate satellite communications using blockchain.
There is no work addressing the management of transactions between two satellites in the
same constellation (or swarm) or transactions between two/more satellites in different
constellations. These will be addressed in this paper.

3. Space Digital Tokens (SDT) Concept

In this section, a new concept called Space Digital Token (SDT) is proposed. The SDT
is a way of tokenizing space transactions as digital tokens that can be processed using a
blockchain protocol for authenticating space transactions. SDT can be broadcasted within a
swarm of satellites network called a satellites constellation. Hence, blockchain can work in
this scenario as an authenticator for all communication patterns that can occur within a
specific satellite’s constellation. SDT can also be used for processing sensing data between
satellites and orbital debris, hence, blockchain can works in this scenario as a tracking
system for detecting the expected space collisions between satellites and orbital debris.
Figure 1 depicts the modeling of space digital tokens using blockchain. It explains how
space transactions can be modeled as Space Digital Tokens (SDT) and processed using a
blockchain protocol. SDT can be either a transaction exchanged from a satellite to a satellite
within a P2P satellite network or maybe in the form of sensing data between a satellite
and orbital debris. The blockchain protocol is responsible for verifying the new space
transactions to add a new valid block to the blockchain. All space stakeholders would
be then able to access the newly added blocks through the connected dashboard to the
blockchain platform that manages a satellite constellation.

The main advantages of tokenizing space transactions as SDT and processing them
using blockchain technology can be described as follows:

(1) Better Control of satellite transactions: It would be easier to track, process, validate,
and secure all space-related activities when space transactions are tokenized into
secure digital tokens. Furthermore, managing and processing them via a smart
contract-based blockchain system will facilitate satellite transaction self-verification
and execution. Hence, this will lead to a little dependency on the ground stations. In
addition, the intended space stakeholders will have better control to allow or deny
access to their satellites and spacecraft or share data from or to a satellites network.

(2) Faster transactions management: Space transaction management relies heavily on
compliance and responsiveness. When it comes to automating different space trans-
action patterns like satellite-to-satellite (S2S), ground station-to–satellite (G2S), and
user- to-satellite (U2S), blockchain could be helpful. Blockchain-based systems would
minimize the time taken by a space message to get to the ground station. This
could be achieved as the blockchain can, in real-time, manage down/uplink G2S or
S2G transactions.

(3) Security: Traditional satellite communication systems rely on a single-point-of-access
model that introduces significant security issues. Blockchain would help in the
decentralization of space networks where space transactions are cryptographically
encrypted and tampered-proof. Moreover, blockchain can help space agencies to track
and monitor their satellite constellations in a controlled and flexible manner. This
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help to detect satellite/constellations attacks that seeks to tamper with the satellite
software system using space bots [30].
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Figure 1. Modeling space digital tokens using Blockchain.

4. Proof of Space Transactions Protocol

Proof of Space Transactions (PoST) is a novel proposed blockchain protocol that can be
utilized to verify space digital tokens (SDTs) within/between satellite constellations. PoST
methodology requires representing each satellite within a constellation with a private key
and a piece of cryptographic evidence for authenticating a specific SDT. When a new SDT is
triggered between two satellites, the source of a transaction has to share the cryptographic
evidence of this transaction with the rest of the satellites constellation to confirm the validity
of the triggered SDT. In addition, the target satellite requests the Nonce code of the last block
of the Blockchain. Once the target satellite confirms the Nonce code, a new block is added
to the blockchain. Figure 2 explains how the PoST protocol verifies and authenticates an
SDT that has been exchanged between two satellites within the same constellation through
eight steps.

Step 1: Satellite A creates a new transaction (i.e., SDT) with satellite B.
Step 2: Satellite B asks for the cryptographic evidence (i.e., proof) associated with the

issued SDT
Step 3: Satellite A replies with the SDT proof to satellite B
Step 4: Proof of Space Transactions (PoST) protocol is automatically called to verify

the validity of the conducted transaction between satellites A, and B
Step 5: Satellite B asks the nonce code of the last block in the Blockchain to establish

the new connection with satellite A
Step 6: Satellite A sends the required nonce code to satellite B
Step 7: A new valid transaction is conducted between satellites A and B
Step 8: The details of the new transaction between satellites A, and B are stored in a

new block, then added to the Blockchain.
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Figure 2. Proof of Space Transactions (PoST) protocol: Authenticating SDTs between two satellites
within the same satellites constellation.

Algorithm 1 specifies how the proposed Blockchain protocol, PoST can implement
the previous eight steps to verify the created SDTs (i.e., satellite transactions) between two
satellites within the same constellation as a smart contract.

Algorithm 1: PoST for authenticating two satellites in the same constellations

Input: Satellite Constellation S = (S1, S2, S3, . . . , Sn)
Input: Space Digital Tokens: SDT = (SDT1, SDT2, . . . , SDTn)
Output: Blockchain + new Block
Procedure: PoT for authenticating two satellites in the same constellations
For all transactions in SDT
S1 = Create (SDTi.S2).
S2 = Ask (SDTi.Crypto evidence).
S1 = Send (SDTi.Crypto evidence).
Verify (SDTi, S3, S4, . . . . . . , Sn)
IF (SDTi is valid)

S2 = Ask (last block’s Nonce code).
S1 = Send (last block’s Nonce code)
Connect (S1,S2)
New block = Add (SDTi)

Blockchain = Blockchain + New block
Else

Reject (SDTi)
End Procedure
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On the other hand, Figure 3 depicts the authentication methodology of PoST between
two satellites in different constellations through nine steps. It is similar to the verification
method of a transaction between two satellites in a single constellation, but there are two
pieces of crypto pieces of evidence are required here to establish a valid transaction between
two satellites in different constellations:

1. Satellite B asks for the cryptographic evidence from satellite A that proves the validity
of the constellation which follow the same Blockchain protocol

2. Satellite B asks for the cryptographic evidence from satellite A that proves the validity
of the issued SDT between satellites A, and B
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When satellite A responds with the two required cryptographic pieces of evidence,
steps 4–8 that implement the verification methodology of PoST protocol between two
satellites in a single constellation are performed in the same way to verify a transaction
between two satellites in two different constellations. Algorithm 2 specifies the authenti-
cation methodology of the proposed PoST protocol to verify SDTs between two satellites
within two different constellations.
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Algorithm 2: PoST for authenticating two satellites within different constellations

Input: Space Zones Z = (Z1, Z2, Z3, . . . , Zn)
Input: Space Digital Tokens: SDT = (SDT1, SDT2, SDT3, ——SDTn).
Output: Blockchain + new Block
Procedure: PoT for authenticating two satellites within different constellations
For all transactions in SDT
Create (SDTi, Z1.S1, Z2.S1).
Z2.S1 = Ask (Z1,2.Crypto evidence).
Z2.S1 = Ask (SDTi.Crypto evidence).
Z1.S1 = Send (Z1,2.Crypto evidence).
Z1.S1 = Send (SDTi.Crypto evidence).
Verify (Z1,2.Crypto evidence, Z3, Z4, . . . , Zn)
IF (Z1,2.Crypto evidence is valid)

Verify (SDTi, Z2.S3,S4, . . . . . . ,Sn)
IF (SDTi is valid)
Z2.S1 = Ask (last block’s Nonce code).
Z1.S1 = Send (last block’s Nonce code)

Connect (Z1.S1, Z2.S1)
New block = Add (SDTi)

Blockchain = Blockchain + New block
Else
Reject (SDTi)
Else
Reject (Z1,2.Crypto evidence)
End Procedure

5. Simulation Results

To assess the efficiency of the proposed Blockchain protocol, PoST, firstly the PoST was
implemented, a dataset was created and then two simulation experiments were conducted.
The dataset consists of three swarms of satellites, A, B, and C. each swarm consists of
10 satellites. Table 1 shows the satellite transactions within swarm A, where the size of
transactional data is 1049 bytes. Table 2 shows the satellite transactions that have been
exchanged between swarm A and B where the size of transactional data is 2049 bytes.
Table 3 shows the satellite transactions that have been exchanged between swarm B, and C
where the size of transactional data is 3049 bytes. For each transactional data size (i.e., 1049,
2049, and 3049), the proposed protocol has been simulated on six samples of transactions
each having 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, and 300 transactions. As there is no benchmark data
suitable to evaluate the proposed blockchain protocol, the data set has been created using
python random library as depicted in Tables 1–3.

Table 1. Satellites transactions within Swarm A (size of a transaction is1049 bytes).

A/A S2 S10 S4 S5 S1 S7 S3 S8 SUM

S1 7 10 8 6 6 4 9 50

S2 13 19 15 17 10 14 12 100

S7 20 24 18 19 25 21 23 150

S9 21 25 25 29 27 24 26 24 200

S5 38 32 30 33 39 36 42 250

S10 45 38 44 36 50 47 40 300
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Table 2. Satellites transactions between Swarm A, and B (size of a transaction is 2049 bytes).

A/B S6 S10 S8 S5 S3 S7 S4 S9 SUM

S1 7 4 8 6 7 5 8 5 50

S2 14 12 16 12 8 18 11 13 100

S3 18 23 16 25 14 17 21 16 150

S9 28 23 27 29 33 24 19 17 200

S5 29 38 33 17 29 36 33 35 250

S6 27 43 39 35 41 33 44 38 300

Table 3. Satellites transactions between Swarm B, and C (the size of a transaction is 3049 bytes).

B/C S10 S6 S4 S1 S7 S5 S3 S8 SUM

S2 5 6 7 4 9 8 4 7 50

S6 13 12 9 17 15 9 14 11 100

S7 21 13 24 15 22 15 23 17 150

S9 26 17 21 28 30 29 24 25 200

S5 30 29 33 39 26 37 32 24 250

S10 34 38 49 33 36 39 40 31 300

Two main simulation experiments were designed to evaluate the performance of the
PoST protocol.

The purpose of the first experiment was to evaluate the blockchain performance in
managing satellite transactions either exchanged within the same swarm (i.e., a constellation
as specified in Algorithm 1) or between two different swarms as specified in Algorithm 2.
While the purpose of the second experiment was to evaluate the reliability and authenticity
of the proposed PoST.

5.1. Blockchain Performance Results

Four metrics have been used to evaluate blockchain performance. These metrics
are read latency (RL), transaction latency (TL), read throughput (RT), and transaction
throughput (TT). They can be calculated as in Equations (1)–(4) respectively:

RL = Response time − Submission time (1)

TL = Confirmation time@network threshold − submission time (2)

RT =
∑ Reads Operations
∑ Times in sec onds

(3)

TT =
∑ Commited Transactions

∑ Time in sec onds
(4)

Figure 4 depicts the obtained results that clarify the impact of a transactional data size
equal to 1049 bytes on RL, and TL after applying algorithm 1 to the dataset depicted in
Table 1. Figure 5 depicts the obtained results that clarify the impact of a transactional data
size equal to 2049 bytes on RL, and TL after applying Algorithm 2 to the dataset depicted in
Table 2. Figure 6 depicts the obtained results that clarify the impact of a transactional data
size equal to 3049 bytes on RL, and TL after applying Algorithm 2 to the dataset depicted
in Table 3. On the other hand, Tables 4–6 clarify the impacts of the three categories of
transactional data size (i.e., 1049, 2049, and 3049 bytes) and GAS on Reading Throughput
(RT) and Transaction Throughput (TT).
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Table 6. Results of the impact of the transactional data size 3049 bytes on RT, and TT according to the
number of satellite transactions.

#Satellites Trans (RT)/RPS (TT)/TPS Gas Size (BYTES)

50 112.61 1.53 549,084 3049

100 76.39 1.01 549,084 3049

150 55.71 0.72 549,084 3049

200 43.81 0.56 549,084 3049

250 36.98 0.46 549,084 3049

300 31.61 0.38 549,084 3049

5.2. PoST Authenticity and Reliability Results

The next investigation is assessing PoST authenticity and reliability in processing
satellite transactions. To do that we reconfigured the used dataset to consist of trusted
transactions and fake transactions within an individual swarm and in two different swarms,
then we applied the PoST protocol on the reconfigured dataset to test the efficiency of
the proposed protocol in accepting trusted satellite transactions and rejecting the fake
ones. This can be measured by creating the confusion matrix parameters, then calculating
True Positive Rate (TPR), True Negative Rate (TNR), and Accuracy as in Equations (5)–(7).
Table 7 summarizes the obtained results.

TPR =
TP

TP + FN
(5)

TNR =
TN

TN + FP
(6)

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(7)

Table 7. TPR, TNR, and Accuracy of PoST protocol in verifying satellites transaction.

#Transactions TP TN TPR TNR Accuracy

100 50 50 100% 100% 100%

200 100 100 100% 100% 100%

300 150 150 100% 100% 100%

6. Discussion

Prior studies that have noted the importance of using blockchain technology in the
space industry are still little and immature. However, some reports have shown that
Blockchain will be a base technology in developing the next generation of open-source
satellites and spacecraft. In reviewing the literature, some research efforts discussed the
adoption of blockchain to solve various challenges in the space industry and satellite
communications. These challenges are the security and privacy of satellite communica-
tions [27,28], and satellite data broadcasting [29]. An initial objective of the study was
to propose a new concept called space digital tokens (SDT) to build a new blockchain
protocol called Proof of Space Transactions (PoST). The first question in this study sought
to determine the efficiency of PoST in managing satellite transactions in the same swarm.
The answer to this question shaped various interesting results. Firstly, the impact of the
number of satellites transitions (where the size of a transaction is 1049 bytes) on transaction
latency of blockchain when PoST is applied is not significant as it did not increase transac-
tion latency by more than 0.05 TPS although the read latency is in a variable relationship
with the number of satellite transactions (as shown in Figure 4). This means that satellite
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transactions can be quickly processed even with the increasing number of satellite trans-
actions and the variance of reading latency. Moreover, the results showed the impact of
the number of transactions on the total read throughout (RT) and transaction throughput
(TT) of blockchain is in a reverse relationship. This confirms also that the proposed PoST
protocol can quickly process satellite transactions and confirm the efficiency of PoST in
managing satellite transactions within a single swarm. The second question in this study
sought to determine the efficiency of PoST in managing satellite transactions in different
swarms. The answer to this question found that there is not a big impact of the number
of satellite transitions (when a transaction size is 2049, and 3049 bytes) on transaction
latency of blockchain when PoST is applied, as given in Figures 5 and 6. These results
confirm that increasing the number of satellite transactions exchanged between different
satellites between different swarms does not increase transaction latency by more than 0.05
TPS, hence, this proves the efficiency of the proposed PoST protocol in managing satellite
transactions between different swarms of satellites whatever the number of transactions.

Another important finding is the impact of transactional data size on reading through-
put and transaction throughput. The obtained results proved that transactional data size
(1049, 2049, and 3049 bytes) is in a reverse relationship with reading throughput and trans-
action throughput which interpret the efficiency of PoST in processing transactional data
between satellites whatever its size in bytes.

The third question in this research was to investigate the reliability of the PoST protocol
in verifying the valid transactions within the trusted swarms of satellites. As shown in
Table 7, the authentication process achieved 100% in terms of the accuracy, true positive rate
(TPR), and true negative rate (TNR) of the PoST protocol. These results can be justified due
to the ability of the proposed Blockchain protocol, PoST to recognize all valid transactions
and reject all unreliable transactions when applied to three different sets of transactions
between satellites. This means that the false positive (FP), and false negative (FN) are zero,
and this interprets the optimality of the proposed Blockchain protocol in authenticating and
verifying satellite transactions whether these transactions occurred in a single constellation
or different ones.

This finding broadly supports the work introduced in [27] regarding using blockchain
for verifying satellite access. Although the obtained results are in line with those in [27],
PoST has some advantages that make it better than BAVP (Blockchain-Based Access Verifi-
cation Protocol) proposed in [27]:

(1) PoST has been tested against the key measures of the blockchain (RL, TL, RT, and TT)
while the BAVP has not. This makes the results of this study the leading ones.

(2) Although the BAVP achieved good results regarding response time and delay of satel-
lite transactions, it considers neither the size of transactional data nor the frequency of
transactions as in the PoST protocol. This may make the results of the PoST protocol
more dependable than that of BAVP.

(3) In BAVP, the test scenarios focused on only the computation time of the encryption
algorithm, (identity-based encryption (IBE)) used in BAVP compared with RSA with-
out introducing any results about blockchain impacts on the efficiency of BAVP as
performed with PoST protocol.

(4) In BAVP, the authors claimed that this protocol has intrinsic resistance against replay
attacks, the man in the middle attack, impersonation attack, and denial of service
attack, but there is no evaluation confirming this claim. On contrary, the reliability of
PoST against fake satellite transactions has been tested and produced good results
(see Table 7).

Further research efforts should be undertaken to investigate the effectiveness of the
proposed PoST protocol for managing and authenticating other two types of transactions
as two case studies:

(1) Investigating how PoST can manage and authenticate the tracking and data relay
satellite (TDRS) transactions to improve the amount and speed of uplink and downlink
data that could be transferred to or from the TDRS system.
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(2) Investigating how PoST can be used to immunize a satellite constellation against
space debris collisions based on the sensing orbital data between satellites and
space debris.

7. Conclusions

This study aimed to introduce a blockchain protocol called Proof of space transactions
(PoST) to model, manage and authenticate satellite transactions within various constel-
lations (or swarms). The main contribution of this study showed that tokenizing space
transactions in the form of space digital tokens (SDT) and processing them using the
proposed PoST protocol is a promising solution for managing and authenticating space
transactions based on blockchain technology. This study has identified the effectiveness of
the PoST protocol based on some simulation experiments that proved the effectiveness of
the proposed Blockchain protocol in managing and authenticating satellite transactions in
P2P networks.

According to the obtained results, it could be concluded that this study appears to be
one of the first mature attempts to thoroughly investigate tokenizing space transactions
and processing them using Blockchain. So, these results are expected to improve space
communications management and develop a new generation of Blockchain-based satellite
systems.

This study could be further enhanced by conducting additional experimental sim-
ulations and evaluations to investigate the effectiveness of the proposed PoST protocol
for studying two important problems in this study, firstly, managing and authenticating
TDRS’s satellites, and ground station transactions. Secondly, immunizing a satellite constel-
lation against space debris collisions based on the sensing orbital data between satellites
and space debris.
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